
Full name :……………………………………………………………… 

 Class : 2ms ………………….                                 The First English Exam 

 

                                                                                

     Hello, this is my first post on this blog .My name is Sarah ,I’m 14 , I live in England I’m tall and slim .My 

friends say I look  sporty. I have got green eyes and short fair hair . All my teachers and my schoolmates like 

me . 

   I play football with my cousins and joined the school team because I really love this sport. We  train three 

times a week after school on Mondays, Wednesdays and Thursdays from 4:30 to 6, but the matches are 

always on Saturday mornings. Our football kit is blue and white, the same colours as our school uniform. I 

can play in defence but I prefer playing in the middle ,sometimes I score goals . …it’s great because all the 

girls are happy and we jump and scream on the loser! Our team is actually quite good and we often win! 

     My favourite football player is Messi  because he’s one of the champions in the world, I’ve got an 

enormous  poster of him on the wall in my bedroom. I want to play  for the FA Women’s Super League2 when 

I’m older… why not for Arsenal Ladies Football Club? They’re the best! 

                                                                                                   Sarah                                         Friends- International blog                  

   

PART ONE (14 PTS) 

A/ READING COMPREHENSION(07 PTS) 

Task 1  : I Choose a- b- c- d  to complete the following sentences (2pts) 

 

1- The text is about :…………………………………… 

 
a- Sarah’s house        b- Sarah’s family         c- Sarah’s school        d- Sarah’s free time 

 

2- The type of the  document is  a  …………………………… 

 

       a-Facebook page             b- web article         c- excerpt from a book              d- blog page 

 

Task  2 :    I  read the text and answer the following questions   (3pts) 

 

1- What does Sarah look like? 

………………………………………………………………………. 

2- Can Sarah play in the defence? 

      ………………………………………………………………………. 

3- Why does Sarah like Messi? 

……………………………………………………………………… 

 

Task  3: I match each word with its appropriate meaning (2pts) 

      

a- Sporty                                               1- a room for sleeping in 

b- Kit                                                     2- Someone who  likes playing sports 

c- Because                                           3- the clothing used for an activity such as a sport 

d- Bedroom                                         4- a linking word to express cause or reason 
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B/ MASTERY OF LANGUAGE(07PTS) 

 Task 1:  I reorder the following words to get coherent sentences (2pts) 

a- I’m  /tall /slim/and/.      ……………………………………………………………………………….. 

b- have/ brown/hair/and/fair/eyes/I/got/.     …………………………………………………………….. 

 

 Task 2:    I Write the correct form of the verbs in brackets (3PTS) 

               During my free time, I ( to practise) ……………… basket-ball  with  our school team.  I (to be)…………  

keen on  Basket because it is collective sports which allow meeting a lot of people and Friends. I can (play) 

………………… two matches  every week. 

Task 3: I Pick out from the text four words and complete the table according to the pronunciation of their 

final “s”. (2pts) 

/s/ /z/ /iz/ 

1-……….. 1-………………… 

2-……………….. 

1-…………….. 

   

 

PART TWO(06PTS) 

WRITTEN EXPRESSION (A SITUATION OF INTEGRATION ) 

 

  Your new friends on the blog want to know about you and what you do in your free time. 

  Write a post in which you : 

a- introduce your self (name, age, occupation………..) 

b- describe your physical appearance ( hair, eyes, height……..) 

c- what do you do in your free time? 

d- Which sport do you like best?why? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

djameldjamel 

       

        ………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

……………………………………………………………………………………. 
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